Reconciliation is the process of resolving disagreement between gene and species trees, by invoking gene duplications and losses to explain topological incongruence. The resulting inferred duplication histories are a valuable source of information for a broad range of biological applications, including ortholog identification, estimating gene duplication times, and rooting and correcting gene trees. Reconciliation for binary trees is a tractable and well studied problem. However, a striking proportion of species trees are non-binary. For example, 64% of branch points in the NCBI taxonomy have three or more children. When applied to non-binary species trees, current algorithms overestimate the number of duplications because they cannot distinguish between duplication and deep coalescence. We present the first formal algorithm for reconciling binary gene trees with non-binary species trees under a duplication-loss parsimony model. Using a space efficient mapping from gene to species tree, our algorithm infers the minimum number of duplications and losses in O(|V G | · (k S + h S )) time, where V G is the number of nodes in the gene tree, h S is the height of the species tree and k S is the width of its largest multifurcation. We also present a dynamic programming algorithm for a combined loss model, in which losses in sibling species may be represented as a single loss in the common ancestor. Our algorithms have been implemented in NOTUNG, a robust, production quality tree-fitting program, which provides a graphical user interface for exploratory analysis and also supports automated, high-throughput analysis of large data sets.
INTRODUCTION
Reconciliation is the process of constructing a mapping between a gene family tree and a species tree. Under a model of duplication-loss parsimony, this mapping can be used to infer duplications and losses in the history of the gene family, as well as the species lineages in which these events occurred.
Reconciliation is an essential method in molecular phylogenetics that is widely used in evolutionary applications in medicine, development biology and plant science. Reconciliation, following phylogeny reconstruction, is the most reliable approach for identifying orthologs for use in function prediction, gene annotation, planning experiments in model organisms, and identifying drug targets (e.g., Refs. 5, 40) . Reconciliation is used to correlate specific duplications with the emergence of novel cellular functions or morphological features, providing clues to the functions of newly discovered genes (e.g., Refs. 8, 47) . Minimizing duplications and losses provides a basis for rooting an unrooted tree 7 and for selecting alternate gene or species tree topologies. 5, 7, 10, 26 Reconciliation is also the kernel of a related, but more complex, problem: inferring a species tree from many gene trees. 21 High throughput reconciliation tools are required for automated construction of databases of molecular phylogenies. 9, 19, 33, 37 Reconciliation of binary trees is a well-studied problem and a number of software packages for this problem are available. 9, 10, 28, 29, 37, 49, 50 However, standard reconciliation will not produce correct results when applied to a non-binary species tree. Discordance between a binary gene tree and a binary species tree is always evidence of gene duplication. In contrast, when the species tree is non-binary, two different processes can cause discordance between gene and species trees: gene duplication and incomplete lineage sorting. Since these are different biological phenomena with different consequences for the interpretation of phylogenetic studies, it is essential to distinguish between discordances that must be due to duplication (required duplications) and discordances that could be due to either duplication or incomplete lineage sorting (conditional duplications). Standard binary reconciliation cannot make this distinction.
As the tree of life project gains momentum, it is becoming evident that this is not a minor problem relegated to a few obscure species lineages. Rather, sixty four percent of branch points in the NCBI taxonomy, 46 one of the most widely used databases of species phylogenies, have more than two children. In addition, a number of well documented analyses of simultaneous divergences have been reported. 15, 18, 24, 34, 39 Reconciliation methods for non-binary trees are urgently needed. To our knowledge, no formal algorithms for reconciliation of non-binary species trees have been published.
Our contributions:
To address this need, we present novel algorithms to find the minimum number of duplications and losses when reconciling a binary gene tree,
, with a non-binary species tree, T S = (V S , E S ). We construct a mapping from nodes in T G to sets of nodes in T S that allows us to test efficiently whether a discordance at a given node is a conditional or required duplication. Our mapping is space efficient; the maximum size of the set labeling any node in T G is O(k S ), where k S is the maximum outdegree in T S . Using this mapping, we present an efficient algorithm for reconciling a binary gene tree with a non-binary species tree under duplication-loss parsimony. Our algorithm infers all conditional and required duplications in O(|V G | · (k S + h S )) time, where h S is the height of T S .
We also present algorithms to infer the minimum number of gene losses. We estimate the time at which each loss occurred by assigning it to an edge in T G . For binary species trees, this assignment is unambiguously determined by the reconciliation and is easily calculated. However, the lack of resolution in a non-binary tree leads to uncertainty about exactly when a loss occurred. Parsimony provides a principled basis for reducing this uncertainty: we assign losses in such a way that the total number of losses is minimized.
We propose two minimization criteria and provide algorithms to infer losses for each one. The first criterion is based on the assumption that all losses were independent events (explicit losses). We infer the minimum set of explicit losses, again in O(|V G |·(k S +h S )) time. The second criterion is motivated by the observation that, under certain circumstances, losses in sibling species can be explained by a single loss in their common ancestor. Under this assumption, we can reduce the number of losses by combining losses that share a parent, whenever possible. We present a dynamic program that minimizes the number of combined losses, by considering all combinations of possible edge assignments for each loss to maximize the opportunities to combine losses. The worst case time complexity of this algorithm is exponential, but its performance is good on real trees from typical data sets, as we demonstrate empirically.
Our algorithms have been implemented in NOTUNG, a software package that takes trees in the widely used Newick format as input, permitting interoperability with a wide range of phylogeny reconstruction packages. The resulting reconciliation can be viewed and manipulated using an interactive graphical user interface. A batch processing interface for automated analysis of large phylogenetic data sets is also available. Our software is implemented in Java and runs on Windows, Unix and Mac OS X. It is freely available at http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜durand/Notung.
Roadmap:
In the next section, we introduce notation, review the standard algorithm for reconciliation of binary trees, and summarize previous work on binary reconciliation. In Section 3, we review the relevant models of non-binary gene and species trees in the molecular evolution literature and give formal definitions for required and conditional duplications based on this foundation. Next we present our non-binary reconciliation algorithms. Duplications are discussed in Section 4. In Section 5, we present algorithms for inferring the minimum number of explicit and combined losses and compare our work to related work by other authors. In Section 6, we demonstrate the utility of our methods with analyses of real data sets using our software. In the conclusion, we discuss probabilistic approaches to reconciliation and describe directions for future work.
NOTATION AND BINARY RECONCILIATION
In this section, we introduce notation and review the standard reconciliation algorithm for binary trees. Let T i = (V i , E i ) be a rooted tree, where V i is the set of nodes in T i , and E i is the set of edges. L(T i ) is the leaf set of T i and L(v) refers to the leaf set of a subtree rooted at v ∈ V i . C(v) and p(v) refer to the children and parent of v, respectively. If v is binary, r(v) and l(v) denote the right and left children of v. A non-binary node in a tree is referred to as an unresolved node or polytomy. A group of taxa is monophyletic if it corresponds to an ancestor and all of its descendants. The root node of T i is root(T i ). If u ∈ V i lies on the path from v to root(T i ), we say that u ≥ i v. We follow the computer science convention, in which the root is at the top of the tree, the leaves are at the bottom, and p(g) is above g. In tree figures, g s denotes a gene that is sampled from species s.
The objective of reconciliation is to identify gene duplications and losses by fitting a gene tree to a species tree. 12, 30, 36 Let T G be a binary gene tree and T S be a binary species tree such that the genes in L(T G ) were sampled from the species in L(T S ). A mapping M (·) is constructed from each node g ∈ V G to a target node
is the species from which g was sampled. Otherwise, M (g) is the least common ancestor (LCA) of the target nodes of its children,
. Using this mapping, g ∈ T G is a duplication if the children of g map to the same lineage as
Otherwise, g is a speciation. A duplication at g indicates that a duplication occurred within the lineage leading to the ancestral species, M (g), and that two copies of the gene must have been present in M (g). In Fig. 1 , for example, although the gene tree contains one gene sampled from each species, the topological disagreement between gene and species trees implies a duplication. Both nodes 1 and 2 in the gene tree map to α. Since M (1) = M (2), a duplication at node 1 is inferred. Losses can also be reconstructed from the mapping, M (·), as described in Ref. 10 . We refer to this algorithm as LCA reconciliation in order to distinguish it from the new reconciliation algorithms proposed for nonbinary species trees in the next section. Variants of LCA reconciliation have been proposed by numerous authors, and several software packages for analyzing gene duplication histories have been developed. 9, 10, 28, 29, 37, 49, 50 A related problem, inferring the optimal species tree from multiple conflicting gene trees, has been studied extensively 13, 14, 21, 25, 27, 42, 48 for various optimization criteria 11 and has been shown to be NPhard. 21 
MODELS FOR NON-BINARY SPECIES TREES
Least Common Ancestor reconciliation is based on the assumption that disagreement between a gene tree and a species tree indicates that one or more gene duplications must have occurred. In this section, we show that when the species tree is non-binary, this assumption is no longer warranted. A polytomy may represent the simultaneous divergence of all descendants (a hard polytomy 22 Because the species tree represents a population with genetic diversity, gene trees with different binary branching processes can be consistent with a species polytomy. 20, 23 If k or more alleles are present in the popula-tion when k lineages separate, a different allele may fix in each lineage. The resulting gene tree will be binary and will reflect the order in which new alleles arose in the ancestral population. This process is called incomplete lineage sorting. When the time of separation of lineages in T G predates the time of speciation, the divergence is called a deep coalescence. As shown in Fig. 2 , all possible binary gene trees with k leaves can occur in a k-tomy in the species tree. Deep coalescence can also occur when two or more binary speciation events occur in rapid succession. If the time between subsequent speciations is shorter than the fixation time, more than one allele will still be present at the time of the second speciation (see, for example, Ref. 35 ). The probability of this occurring increases with shorter branch lengths and larger effective population sizes. 16, 23, 31, 43, 44 When there is simultaneous or rapid divergence in the species tree, the challenge is to determine whether disagreement between a gene and specie tree indicates a deep coalescence or a duplication. Some incongruences can only be explained by a duplication. Obviously, a duplication must have occurred in any gene family that has two or more members in the same species. Even when no contemporary species contains more than one family member, there are cases where topological disagreement can only be explained by a duplication. For example, the incongruence between the species tree in Fig. 3 (a) and the gene tree in Fig. 3 (b) can only be explained by a duplication at node 2. This can be seen in Fig. 3 (c), which shows the gene tree embedded in the species tree. Two copies of the gene are present in the ancestral species β, indicating that a duplication must have occurred. We refer to cases where a duplication must have occurred as required duplications. In other cases, it is not possible to determine whether the disagreement is due to a deep coalescence or duplication. 41 For example, node 1 in Fig. 3 (c) is associated with a deep coalescence rather than a duplication; however, it is possible that this node could also have been a duplication. These instances will be referred to as conditional duplications. Next, we formally characterize the properties of gene and species trees that determine when a duplication is required. For each polytomy s ∈ V S , let H(s) be the set of all possible binary subtrees whose leaves are the children of s. Formally, given the k-tomy s ∈ V S , let H(s) = {T i |L(T i ) = C(s)}. For example if node s is the trichotomy α in Fig. 3(a) , then
the set of all possible binary trees obtained by replacing each polytomy s i ∈ V S with each tree T ij ∈ H(s i ). Note that, for every T ′ ∈ H * (T S ), every node s ∈ T S corresponds to a node in T ′ ; however, T ′ will also contain nodes that do not correspond to any node in T S . The cardinality of H * (T S ) is ∀si∈TS |H(s i )|, which is equivalent to i n i , where
We now use H * (T S ) to characterize formally the properties of the gene and species tree that determine when a duplication is required. When reconciling T G with every
ery reconciliation, then a duplication must have occurred.
If at least one, but not all reconciliations indicate a duplication at g, then a deep coalescence may have occurred. Formally:
In the example in Fig. 3 ,
is a conditional duplication since there is a binary resolu-
to disagreement at 1.
IDENTIFYING DUPLICATIONS
The goal of reconciliation with non-binary species trees is to determine whether a given node is a required duplication, a conditional duplication, or a speciation. Definition 3.1 provides a formal basis for such a test, but cannot be the basis of an efficient algorithm, since H * (T S )
grows superexponentially with the size and number of polytomies in T S . While LCA reconciliation is able to identify all conditional and required duplications, it cannot distinguish between the two. For example, in the gene tree in Fig. 3(b) , nodes 1, 2, and 3 are all mapped to α, indicating a duplication at nodes 1 and 2 under Least Common Ancestor reconciliation. While this inference is correct for node 2, it incorrectly infers a duplication at 1. Why is Least Common Ancestor reconciliation unable to distinguish between required and conditional duplications? M (g) = s implies that the ancestral gene g was present in the ancestral population, s. If T S is binary, then the descendants of g were also present in all descendants a of s.
This, in turn, implies that when M (p(g)) = M (g), both g and its parent were present in the same species, s, indicating that a duplication occurred at p(g). This reasoning is the basis of Least Common Ancestor reconciliation. However, when T S is non-binary, it is not necessarily true that the descendants of g were present in all descendants of M (g). For example, in Fig. 3 , M (2) = α, but no descendant of 2 is present in species A, which is a descendant of α. This is due to the deep coalescence at node 1 in T G . As this example shows, M (·) does not contain the information required to infer the set of nodes in T S in which the descendants of g must have been present. In order to distinguish between conditional and required duplications, we need a new mapping from T G to T S that allows us to determine when more than one descendant of g was present in some descendant of M (g).
We propose a mapping in which nodes in T G are mapped to sets of nodes in T S . A naïve solution would be to decorate each node in T G with all of the nodes in T S in which the descendants of g were present; i.e., with all nodes in the subtree rooted at M (g). However, this creates a problem of efficiency: The size of the sets labeling the nodes in the gene tree grows with the height of the tree and can contain as many as O(|V S |) elements. Fortunately, it is sufficient to store the roots of the subtrees in which descendants of g must have been present. The mapping presented in Definition 4.1 is sufficiently informative to identify required and conditional duplications. Moreover, the size of this mapping at any given node is bounded by the size of the largest polytomy in T S .
For a given gene, g, in species s = M (g),N (g) is the set of species that are children of the parent of s in which descendants of g must be present. For example, in Fig. 3(b) , N (3) = {B, β} because M (p(3)) = M (2) = α, and descendants of 3 were present in B and β, which are in C(α). Note thatN is defined on every node in T G except the root.N provides an efficient and accurate test for required duplications:
Proof. → IfN (l(g)) andN (r(g)) intersect, then they share at least one element, x. Thus, for all T ′ ∈ H * (T S ), both M (l(g)) and M (r(g)) must be x or ancestors of x, and thus both lie on the path from x to M (g). This requires that either M (l(g)) = M (r(g)) or one is a descendant of the other, and g meets the duplication criterion for binary gene and species trees. ← We need to show that wheneverN (r(g)) ∩N (l(g)) = ∅, there is always at least one element of H * (T S ) that does not imply a duplication at g. Any T ′ ∈ H * (T S ) that has all members ofN (l(g)) in the left subtree of M (g) a unless g was lost. However, in that case we would need to infer a loss in a descendant of s.
and all members ofN (r(g)) in the right subtree of M (g) will meet this criterion.
Corollary 4.1. Node g ∈ V G is a conditional duplication if g is not a required duplication and if M (g) = M (l(g)) and/or M (g) = M (r(g)).
Using Definition 4.1 we can correctly classify nodes in Fig. 3(b) . SinceN (3) = {B, β} andN (g2 D) = {β}, their intersection is {β}, indicating the presence of two genes in ancestral taxa β. Therefore, a duplication is inferred at node 2. However,N (g1 A) = {A} and N (2) = {B, β}.N (1) ∩N (2) = ∅, correctly implying that no duplication is required at gene node 1.
N (g) is calculated easily with a postorder traversal of T G and is a function of the union ofN (l(g)) and N (r(g)). An additional climbing step must be taken to ensure that the setN (g) is composed only of children of M (p(g)). The climb procedure, given in Alg. 5.1, also prevents |N (·)| from growing larger than k S . Alg. 5.1 infers a required duplication at g if the intersection of the setsN (l(g)) andN (r(g)) is non-empty. Conditional duplications are inferred using Least Common Ancestor reconciliation.N (·) can also be used to infer duplications when the species tree is binary, and produces the same results as Least Common Ancestor reconciliation. Pseudocode for this algorithm, which also calculates explicit losses, is given in Alg. 5.1 in the next section. 
Proof.
→ This follows directly from Theorem 4.1. ← Suppose that there exists h ∈ C(g), such that M (h) = M (g), butN (r(g)) ∩N (l(g)) = ∅. There are two cases: eitherN (l(g)) andN (r(g)) are both equal to {M (g)} or N (l(g)) andN (r(g)) both contain children of M (g). In the former case,N (l(g)) andN (r(g)) are not disjoint, leading to a contradiction. In the latter case,N (l(g)) and N (r(g)) both contain children of M (g). Since M (g) has only two children and the sets are disjoint, one set must contain the right child of M (g) and the other the left child. Then, M (r(g)) and M (l(g)) are not in the same lineage and there is no child h ∈ C(g), such that M (h) = M (g), leading to a contradiction.
IDENTIFYING LOSS NODES
In this section, we discuss how to infer gene losses when reconciling with non-binary species trees. For a given gene tree, T G , and species tree, T S , we report the total number of losses in T G and the timing of individual losses. We designate the time period when a loss occurred by assigning it to an edge in T G .
When binary gene trees are reconciled with binary species trees under a parsimony model, the placement of each loss is unambiguous, and can be determined efficiently from M (·). 7 For example, in the gene tree in In contrast to the binary case, when the species tree is non-binary, it is not always possible to determine exactly where a loss occurred. In Fig. 5(b) , a descendant of node 2 is present in A and D but absent from B and C. This suggests losses in the lineages leading to the contemporary B and C species. However, for each loss it is not possible to determine whether the lost gene diverged before or after the divergence at node 2 and, if the latter, whether it was more closely related to g2 A or g2 D. For example, for the gene lost in B, this leads to three possible loss scenarios: (g2 A, (lost B, g2 D)), ((g2 A, lost B), g2 D), or (lost B, (g2 A, g2 D)). Note that each placement of lost B in this tree implies a different element of H(α). For non-binary reconciliation, we combine any set of losses that potentially form a monophyletic subtree; i.e., if a set of losses located on the same edge in T G corresponds to a monophyletic subtree of some T ′ ∈ H * (T S ), they can be replaced with the single loss of an ancestral gene. A simple test is that if several lost genes (or roots of lost subtrees) on the same edge all map to siblings of the same polytomy, they can be combined. Consider the losses in B and C in Fig. 5 . If lost B and lost C are placed on the same edge, we can infer a single loss in their putative common ancestor. For example, if both are placed on the edge between 1 and 2, then they correspond to the monophyletic subtree ((A, D), (B, C)) ∈ H * (T S ). Thus, the losses in B and C can be combined, yielding a single loss for this reconciliation. If the losses are placed on different edges, they cannot be combined; two losses will be inferred.
In the parsimony context, our goal is to assign loss nodes to edges in T G so as to minimize the total number of inferred losses. Since only losses on the same edge can be combined, the choice of placement influences the total number of losses. With this in mind, we propose two minimization strategies. The first strategy assigns losses to edges so as to minimize the total number of uncombined (or explicit) losses, and then combines losses wherever possible. The second strategy considers all possible assignments of losses to edges in T G and selects the assignment that minimizes the number of combined losses. Although each minimization strategy restricts the number of possible placements, it is still possible to have more than one optimal placement of losses. We present algorithms for both minimization strategies, described below.
Minimizing Explicit Losses
Minimization of explicit losses is straightforward because each loss can be assigned to an edge in T G independently. In addition toN (·), we introduce a second mapping N (·) that allows us to infer losses by taking the difference between N (·) andN (·).
is the set of children of M (g) such that the descendants of g were present in the descendants of each element in N (g). Just asN (g) is a subset of the children of M (p(g)), N (g) is a subset of the children of M (g).
For a given edge e = (g, p(g)), we use N (p(g)) andN (g) to infer explicit losses on e. As described in Alg. 5.1, we make a single postorder traversal of T G , in which we calculate N (·) andN (·), and infer the explicit losses associated with each edge by applying the following four tests. Each test corresponds to one of the four situations that can incur a loss on e. We demonstrate these four tests on the right subtree of The rules described above minimize explicit losses by assigning each loss as close to root(T G ) as possible. Any other placement might move the loss below a duplication, which would require two losses, one in each subtree of the duplication node. Once explicit losses are identified, those losses which form a clade in some T ′ ∈ H * (T S ) and are placed on the same edge in T G can be combined.
Algorithm 5.1.
// duplication losses for right child 21 N (g) is initialized  withN (l(g)) ∪N (r(g) ). |N (·)| is bounded by k S . Using a suitable data structure, this step can be achieved in O(log(k S )) time per node. The climb routine is applied to every node in T G . For any given path from l ∈ L(T G ) to r = root(T G ), we will climb in total from M (l) to M (r). Thus the total cost of calls to climb is O(|V G |·h S ).
Using fast Least Common Ancestor queries, M (·) can be calculated in O(|V G |) time for the entire tree. 3 Once M (·) has been calculated, testing for conditional duplications takes constant time per node. Testing for required duplication requires calculation of the intersection ofN (l(g)) andN (r(g)). This operation takes O(k S ) per node. Combining these, the total running time is
Minimizing Combined Losses
In the previous section, we presented a low time complexity algorithm to infer an optimal assignment of explicit losses. Although there may be more than one minimum cost assignment, Alg. 5.1 only finds one since it obtains a minimum cost assignment by placing losses as close to root(T G ) as possible.
Next we present an algorithm that considers all possible loss assignments to obtain the minimum number of combined losses, which is always less than or equal to the minimum number of explicit losses. Unlike Alg. 5.1, this algorithm can find all possible optimal assignments, but with increased computational complexity: the worst case running time is exponential in k S . However, the implementation is fast in practise because k S is typically small and pathological cases rarely occur. Further speedups can be obtained by memoization.
The basic approach to minimizing combined losses is illustrated using Fig. 6(c) . Only losses associated with polytomies, that is losses inferred by rules 3 and 4 from Section 5.1, can be associated with more than one edge in the tree. Consider the polytomy losses lost B, lost C and lost D in the right subtree. Because B, C and D are siblings in Fig. 6(a) , they can be combined if they can be placed on the same edge in the gene tree. Note that lost B can be moved below node 3, resulting in two copies of lost B, one in each subtree of 3. One copy 
). Let X be the set of nodes that contains v and all g ∈ V G such that g < G v and M (p(g)) = M (v). Then Y = {(x, (p(x))|x ∈ X \ root(T G )} is the PCC with top node v. Note that Y is a contiguous set of edges in T G . If a loss is inferred at some edge e ∈ Y , it can be placed on e or on any edge below e in Y . For example, the gene tree in Fig. 6(b) , has one PCC. Its top node is node 3, and it contains the nodes {3, 4, 5, g4 C, g4 E, g5 D, g5 F }.
Alg. 5.2 uses a dynamic program to find the optimal placement for all polytomy losses in a PCC such that they can be combined to minimize the number of losses in the gene tree. To obtain the minimum number of combined losses, we first use a modification of Alg. 5.1 to calculatê N (·) and N (·), and to infer binary losses with rules 1 and 2 (but not 3 and 4) from Section 5.1. Combined losses are then inferred by calling Alg. 5.2 on the top node of each PCC in the reconciled gene tree.
In Alg. 5.2, a postorder traversal of a PCC is used to calculate minimum cost for any combination of species which could be lost at or below a given node. This cost is stored in a global variable Γ. The loss assignment associated with each cost entry in Γ is stored in Υ. For a node at the bottom of a PCC, the cost is 1 if one or more species must be lost, and 0 if no species are lost. The cost at an internal node g is the sum of the costs for its children, plus the potential cost of a loss at g.
After calculating Γ and Υ, an optimal loss assignment is selected using a preorder traversal of the PCC. Alg. 5.2 calculates a single optimal loss assignment for one PCC. The general algorithm returns all optimal assignments. The worst case running time is O(|V G |2 3kS ).
The exponential term is due to the enumeration of the power set of C(µ)\Ñ (g) in ProcessComponent followed by the nested enumeration of two additional power sets in CalculateCost. The running time on real data sets is reasonable because these sets are typically small and enumerating the smallest elements of the power set first allows reuse of intermediate results.
Algorithm 5.2.
// add losses using costs 5
41 // lose genes at the edge above
Related work
To our knowledge, the results above are the first formal algorithms for reconciliation with non-binary species trees. Our approach is similar in flavor to a recent algorithm to root and correct an unrooted gene tree, given a rooted species tree, 4 in that both algorithms use set-based mappings. We propose two such mappings, N andN , of size bounded above by k S . The M -mapping in Ref. 4 is equivalent to N . There is no equivalent toN . Instead, they use a set Z that is O(V S ) and resembles the naïve solution proposed and rejected in Section 4. Although the mappings in both papers are similar, the goals and the algorithmic results differ.
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
We have implemented the algorithms described above in a new version of our software tool, NOTUNG, and tested it on several data sets. First, we confirmed that our non-binary algorithms perform identically to Least Common Ancestor reconciliation when applied to binary trees. We tested the new algorithms in NOTUNG on a benchmark of 15 wellstudied, binary trees 5, 17, 32, 38 and verified that the results were the same as those generated by the binary version of NOTUNG, as well as those of the original authors. Second, we considered performance. The worst case running time of Alg. 5.2 is exponential in k S . The performance of our preliminary implementation is reasonable for species trees with k S ≤ 12. We tested NOTUNG on full trees in TreeFam 3.0 19 with a species tree obtained from the NCBI taxonomy. 46 The time required to reconcile the 1173 gene trees that correspond to species trees with k S ≤ 12 was 2'07" for the explicit loss model and 5'21" for the combined loss model on a 3.2ghz OptiPlex GX620 computer. One tree from this data set corresponded to a species tree with a polytomy of size 15 and was not included. Finally, we reconciled binary gene trees with three species trees that contain well-studied polytomies. 18, 34, 45 All three studies applied statistical tests to verify that the species tree of interest contained a true polytomy. We constructed gene trees for sequence families drawn from each species data set and reconciled them with the nonbinary species trees, which were transcribed directly from the source articles. Table 1 shows the number of leaves (l) in each tree, the size of the maximum polytomy (k S ) in each species tree, the number of duplications obtained by binary reconciliation (B), the number of required duplications predicted by our algorithm (R), and the number of combined losses. The globin tree has three equally parsimonious loss assignments. All others have one. As predicted, binary reconciliation substantially overestimates required duplications. 
DISCUSSION
In this work, we have presented novel algorithms for the reconciliation of binary gene trees with non-binary species trees founded on current theories of deep coalescence and incomplete lineage sorting. 16, 23, 31, 43, 44 Our algorithms are both space and time efficient. They have been implemented in a new version of our software tool, NOTUNG. To our knowledge, these are the first formal algorithms for non-binary trees.
Our algorithms are of immediate use to researchers using phylogenetic analysis in a broad range of biological endeavors and are promising for further algorithmic development. Our definitions of required and conditional duplications and the mappings N andN provide a foundation for probabilistic models of non-binary reconciliation. Such models would complement the parsimony framework presented here. Probabilistic approaches, 1, 2 which assume homogeneous rates, are appropriate for data sets in which duplication and loss are neutral, stochastic processes. Parsimony is better suited to data sets in which duplication and loss are rare due to selective pressure. A probabilistic framework provides a natural setting for incorporating sequence data directly into the reconciliation process, but has the disadvantage that it is both computation and data intensive. A complete phylogenetic toolkit should include both approaches. Several other problems remain for future work. Our approach assumes that all binary resolutions of a polytomy are equally likely. A more general approach would include models that deviate from a uniform distribution. In addition, non-binary tree models that include horizontal gene transfer as well as gene duplication and loss are needed. Finally, reconciliation of non-binary gene trees with (1) binary and (2) non-binary species trees should also be investigated. Solutions to the former have been suggested; 4, 6, 10 our solution 10 also has been implemented in NOTUNG. Berglund-Sonnhammer et al. 4 proposed a particular formulation of the latter problem and showed that it leads to an NP-complete subproblem. The hardness of the general problem remains open and formal algorithms (or approximation algorithms) are needed.
With the availability of sequences from many closely related genomes, it is increasingly apparent that the histories of individual genes differ and that discordance between gene and species trees is common. Software tools that are sufficiently flexible to handle this situation are needed. 35 The work presented here offers this flexibility.
